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DESCRIPTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to hydraulically driven machines, in particular for pumping water and difficult-to-pump fluid materials, like fine minerals and ores, sludges, suspensions, fluid, slurries, gels and other viscous materials. These pumping machines may be referred to herein simply as pumps or machines.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Conventional pumping machines that can be used for difficult-to-pump materials have displacement organs such as pistons, plungers, peristaltic hoses etc. However such displacement organs are subject to frictional wear and the drive of the machine is not properly isolated from the pumped material.

[0003] US Patent 8,096,785 discloses a hydraulically driven multicylinder diaphragm pumping machine, in particular for pumping difficult-to-pump materials. This pumping machine comprises a plurality of pump cylinders each having one end with an inlet and outlet for fluid to be pumped and another end with an inlet and outlet for hydraulic fluid. These inlets and outlets can be a separate inlet and outlet (for the hydraulic fluid) or a combined inlet/outlet (for the fluid material being pumped). The inlets and outlets are associated with respective inlet and outlet valves.

[0004] In such machines, a separator is located inside and is movable to-and-fro along each pump cylinder. The movable separator has one side facing the pumped-material end of the cylinder and another side facing the hydraulic-fluid end of the cylinder. This movable separator is connected to the inside of the pumped-material end of the cylinder by a first flexible diaphragm in the form of a concertina-like bellows that is expandable and contractable inside the cylinder along the length direction of the cylinder as the movable separator moves to-and-fro along the cylinder. The movable separator delimits a first chamber inside the first bellows-like flexible diaphragm for containing a variable volume of pumped fluid in communication via the inlet and outlet with a pumped fluid manifold and circuit. The movable separator is connected also to the inside of the second end of the cylinder by a second flexible diaphragm in the form of a concertina-like bellows that is contractable and expandable along the length direction of the cylinder in correspondence with expansion and contraction of the first flexible diaphragm. The second side of the movable separator delimits a second chamber inside the second expandable and contractable diaphragm for containing a variable volume of hydraulic fluid in communication with the second inlet and outlet. An annular space is defined between the outside of the first and second diaphragms and the inner wall of the pump cylinder which annular space in use contains a fluid that is the same as said hydraulic fluid or has similar
hydraulic characteristics.

[0005] This double bellows pumping machine is directly driven by a hydraulic pump drive, greatly simplifying the machine and providing simple means of variation and control of the flow of the pumped fluid delivered. Moreover, the double diaphragm arrangement provides a double protection of the pumped fluid from the pumping fluid.

[0006] Supplemental research with such machines demonstrated that various aspects such as the reliability of the operation of the bellows-like diaphragm could be improved, which led to the improved double-bellows pump described in US Patent 8,591,201.

[0007] Experience with these two-bellows pumps has shown that they provide excellent pumping characteristics notably a smooth pumping action; however in case of puncture of a bellows its replacement requires a substantial overhaul of the machine that can take a day or more.

[0008] Furthermore, conventional positive displacement pumps designed for use in oilfields and off-shore platforms have numerous drawbacks. First, they have many mechanical moving parts, causing wear and tear, heat and friction. Moreover, most conventional pumps are too large to be easily transported on a truck and are not built to work under classified conditions. Conventional pumps also result in vibrational premature valve wear and packing/sealing problems. Most pumps are too heavy to transport around the oilfields and off-shore platforms. Conventional pumps operate at over 300 strokes per minute, leading to increased friction, heat and wear. Conventional pumps operate at high decibel levels, which is a major issue when working around people. No known positive displacement pump can pump a wide variety of liquids without frequent changes of pistons, sleeves and other components.

[0009] It follows that there is room for improvement of conventional positive displacement pumps.

[0010] EP-0 419 695 A1 discloses a slurry pumping apparatus comprising two side-by-side diaphragm-type pumping units. Each pumping unit comprises a hydraulic cylinder integral with and superimposed on a diaphragm-type pumping cylinder. The hydraulic cylinders each have a double piston arrangement and are connected between the pistons to alternately and repetitively deliver slurry from a slurry tank into processing equipment via the pumping cylinders.

Summary of the Invention

[0011] According to the Invention, there is provided a hydraulically driven diaphragm pumping machine ("pump"), in particular for pumping water and difficult-to-pump materials, the pump comprising at least two pumping units which are placed side-by-side one another. Each pumping unit comprises a hydraulically-driven pump cylinder and a hydraulic drive cylinder
which is separate from and is located outside the pump cylinder, the hydraulic drive cylinder and the pump cylinder being placed side-by-side.

[0012] The hydraulically-driven pump cylinder has a lower first end with a first inlet and outlet for fluid to be pumped and an upper second end with a second inlet and outlet for hydraulic fluid. The pump cylinder contains a bellows closed at its lower end and open at its upper end for communication with hydraulic fluid, the outside of the bellows defining a space for fluid to be pumped. The bellows of the pump cylinder is arranged to be driven by the hydraulic fluid in concertina-like expansion and contraction to pump the fluid to be pumped adjacent the lower first end of the pump cylinder.

[0013] The hydraulic drive cylinder placed beside the pump cylinder has a lower first end associated with a hydraulic drive and an upper second end containing hydraulic fluid communicating with the upper second end of the pump cylinder. The hydraulic drive terminates at its upper end with a drive piston slidably mounted in the hydraulic drive cylinder for driving the hydraulic fluid at the upper end of the hydraulic drive cylinder.

[0014] The hydraulic drives of the hydraulic drive cylinders of the two pumping units are connected by a hydro-mechanical connection arranged to control drive of the hydraulic fluid to advance and retract the pistons of each hydraulic drive cylinder.

[0015] The side-by-side arrangement of the inventive pumping units and of its hydraulically-driven pump cylinders and hydraulic drive cylinders differs fundamentally from the arrangement of US patent 8,096,785 wherein the hydraulic drive is located above the pumping units and each pumping unit comprises a hydraulic drive cylinder with a first bellows, the hydraulic drive cylinder being integral with and superimposed upon another part of the pump cylinder fitted with a second bellows. In the present invention, the hydraulic drive cylinder is a non-pump cylinder in the sense that it does not directly pump the material being pumped inside the hydraulic drive cylinder itself, but it nevertheless drives the hydraulically-driven pump cylinder which itself pumps the material.

[0016] The hydraulically driven diaphragm pumping machine of the present invention has several advantages over prior pumps and in particular over prior two-bellows pumps:

- It has a very simple construction: few pistons, no liners, no crankshaft. There are very few moving parts and few parts in friction. Moreover, it needs only one bellows in each pump cylinder.
- The pump is modular allowing easy modification of pressures/volumes by adding cylinders.
- Thanks to the use of a hydraulic piston cylinder combined with a separate bellows pump-cylinder, it is possible to work from zero bar inlet pressure without an additional booster pump. The piston-cylinder unit takes care of all the additional stress associated with the need to increase the pressure in the hydraulic system to ensure secure and smooth operation of control valves and the hydraulic piston cylinder.
• It also permits the pump operation to be controlled by a mechanical switch-valve, without the use of electronics. This simplifies construction and improves reliability, serviceability and longevity.

• The use of the piston with its hydraulic drive outside the bellows allows to fully protect the actuator fluid against the negative impact of water in the unlikely event of bellows damage. This ensures that water cannot get into oil actuator under any circumstances. The hydraulic drive cylinders work on pure oil and have lightweight pistons so they are hydraulically balanced and are consequently low-cost.

• The hydraulic transmission from the piston in the hydraulic drive cylinder to the bellows cylinder piston permits to reduce the mechanical loads under tension and compression as its moving force causes a slight excess pressure that is evenly distributed over the entire bellows surface.

• The differential pressure required to move the bellows in expansion/compression is measured in hundredths of bar, so the bellows are almost always in a balanced state and do not experience undue stress under tension or compression.

• The bellows cylinder construction provides minimal bellows loads since all its surface is constantly in a hydraulically balanced state. Calculations show that for stretching and compression of bellows of elastomers with a wall thickness of 2-3 mm, an overpressure measured in hundredths of a bar is enough. This pressure drop is virtually independent on the total operating pressure.

• The bellows is in a vertical position in normal operation. Oil feeding from the top into the bellows, and the flow of pumped fluid from below and outside the bellows - between the bellows and the inner wall of the cylinder - enables easy removal of air from both the oil and the pumped fluid out through a lateral hole in the cylinder wall. Furthermore, the pumped fluid supply at the bottom of the bellows cylinder provides good removal of dust contained in the fluid from the cylinder.

• All valves are mechanically operated and do not require electronic steering, leading to increased reliability.

• It can be used as a pressure pump and as a suction pump at the same time.

• There is no need for a booster pump. The pump can be self-priming pump and operate from almost zero bar at the pump inlet without an additional booster pump. This simplifies construction and improves reliability.

• It is smooth running, even smoother that the best two-bellows pumps.

• It can have a very low cycle time of about 8 to 15 strokes/minute, say 10 strokes/minute reducing friction and wear, hence leading to a long life.

• It is lighter than most conventional pumps making it easily to transport around oilfields and off-shore platforms.

• It has very long service intervals whereas conventional pumps have short service levels, especially when major changes in volume or pressure are required, or when contaminated fluids are being pumped.

• It is easy to build and to maintain and is very flexible in its operation.

• It is easy to adapt to any support and any dimensions and can easily be scaled up to a multi-unit pumping machine. It has a much smaller "footprint" (dimensions) than conventional pumps, with easy transportation around oilfields and off-shore platforms.
• The bellows are much less stressed at equal pressure.
• The inside of the bellows cylinder can be easily coated according to the material being pumped, for example according to its abrasive nature or acidity. Coating materials include bronze, ceramics and special steels, for example. The bellows can be made of natural or synthetic rubber coated according to the material being pumped.
• The pump is almost silent when operating.
• The pump provides continuous flow as part of the normal operational design, eliminating pulsation and cavitation.
• There is instantaneous control of the flow rate over a complete range from 0 to maximum, and instantaneous control of the pressure over the complete range from 0 to maximum, without a need to stop the pump and change piston sizes or speed.
• The pump can pump almost any liquid, including liquid CO₂ and chemicals, polymers, dilute acids and corrosive liquids.
• There is a completely closed hydraulic circuitry.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

[0017] The invention will be further described with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is an overall schematic diagram of an exemplary embodiment of a pump according to the invention;

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the pump of Fig. 1 showing the two pumping units side-by-side;

Fig. 3 is a cross-section through the pump cylinder and the hydraulic drive cylinder of one pumping unit wherein the bellows is pushed fully down;

Fig. 4 is a schematic top plan view of the pump; and

Fig. 5 is a diagram of the scheme of switching.

**Detailed Description**

[0018] The invention provides a hydraulically driven diaphragm pumping machine ("pump"), in particular for water and difficult-to-pump materials. In this example, the pump comprises two side-by-side pumping units but multiple pumping units are possible. Each pumping unit comprises a hydraulically-driven pump cylinder or bellows cylinder 1,2 and a separate hydraulic drive cylinder 9,10 located side-by-side to the pump cylinder 1,2, as shown.
The pump cylinder or bellows cylinder 1,2 has a lower first end with a first inlet and outlet for fluid to be pumped and an upper second end with a second inlet and outlet for hydraulic fluid. In either case, there can be a single inlet/outlet or a separate inlet and outlet. The pump cylinder 1, 2 contains a bellows 3,4 closed at its lower end and open at its upper end for communication with hydraulic fluid. The outside of the bellows 3,4 defines a space for fluid to be pumped. The bellows 3,4 of the pump cylinder 1,2 is arranged to be driven by hydraulic fluid supplied at its top end, in concertina like expansion and contraction to pump the fluid to be pumped adjacent the lower first end of the pump cylinder 1,2.

The hydraulic drive cylinder 9,10, placed side-by-side the pump cylinder 1,2, has a lower first end associated with a hydraulic drive and an upper second end containing hydraulic fluid communicating with the upper second end of the pump cylinder 1,2. The hydraulic drive terminates at its upper end with a drive piston 19,20 slidably mounted in the hydraulic drive cylinder 9,10. The hydraulic fluid at the top of the hydraulic drive cylinder 9,10 is located above the drive piston 19,20 to be driven thereby.

The hydraulic drives of the hydraulic drive cylinders 9,10 of the two pumping units are connected by a hydro-mechanical connection 25,27 designed to control the drive of the hydraulic fluid to advance and retract the pistons 19,20 of each hydraulic drive cylinder 9,10.

At their tops, the pump or bellows cylinder 1,20 and the adjacent hydraulic drive cylinder 9,10 are connected by a conduit 48 for hydraulic fluid.

Preferably, the hydraulic drive of each hydraulic drive cylinder 9,10 ("first hydraulic drive cylinder") comprises a second hydraulic drive cylinder 13,14 of smaller diameter than the first hydraulic drive cylinder 9,10, located under and hydraulically connected to the first hydraulic drive cylinder 9,10. The drive piston 19,20 is a first piston fitting in the first hydraulic-cylinder 9,10 connected by a rod 17 to a second piston 15, 16 of smaller diameter in the second hydraulic drive cylinder 13,14. The hydraulic drive of the hydraulic drive cylinder 13,14 comprises means 27 for supplying hydraulic fluid to the second hydraulic drive cylinder 13,14 above and below the second piston 15,16 of the second hydraulic drive cylinder 13,14.

In the illustrated embodiment, the two side-by-side pumping units are mounted on a rectangular support 50 with the pump cylinders 1,2 side-by-side on a front part of the support 50 and the hydraulic drive cylinders 9,10 side-by-side on the support 50 behind the pump cylinder 1,2. Of course, the pump can be mounted on supports of any suitable shape and size, and with any suitable layout.

The pump usually further comprises discharge valves 7,8 and suction valves 5,6 for discharging and inputting material to be pumped out of and into the pump cylinders 1,2. As shown in Fig. 2, the discharge valves and suction valves can be located on the front of the support 50 in front of and at the bottom of the pump cylinders 1,2.

As shown in Fig. 3, the upper part of the pump cylinder 1,2 can be provided with an air
vent 46 for venting air/gas from the material being pumped.

[0027] The means for supplying hydraulic fluid to the second hydraulic drive cylinder 13,14 can be a hydromechanical connector 27 located between the hydraulic drive cylinders 9,10 of the two side-by-side pumping units.

[0028] In greater detail, the pump consists of two bellows cylinders 1, 2 which contain one bellows 3, 4 in each cylinder and two valves: suction valve 5, 6 and discharge valve 7, 8. The pump also has two piston hydraulic drive cylinders 9, 10 hydraulically connected with bellows cylinders 1, 2. Each of the hydraulic drive cylinders 9, 10 comprises a hydraulic power cylinder 11, 12 and a second cylinder 13, 14 whose piston 15, 16 is connected to the hydraulic power cylinder piston 19, 20 by rod 17. Rod end sections 21, 22 of cylinders 13, 14 are hydraulically connected to a common pneumohydraulic accumulator 23.

[0029] The pump also comprises a piston hydraulic fluid control valve 26 connected in cylinder 9,10 below the piston 19,20 and a piston limiter 24 installed between the pneumohydraulic accumulator 23 and hydraulic drive cylinders 13, 14. It also includes a mechanically operated hydraulic power switch 25, hydraulically connected to the hydraulic fluid control valve 26, and mechanically connected by traction rod 27 with the two piston hydraulic drive cylinders 9, 10. The overall pumping machine has a piston hydraulic pump 28 hydraulically connected to the hydraulic fluid control valve 26. The driving power of all units may be either electric, gas or diesel drive (not shown). The pump is supplied with an oil tank in the form of low-pressure accumulator 29 (or reservoir), as well as high-pressure accumulator 30, to alleviate the pressure fluctuations when switching the oil pipeline system 31 and water suction manifold 32 and water delivery manifold 33. For cleaning and cooling oil, the main hydraulic pump 28 is equipped with an auxiliary hydraulic pump 34 and also purification and cooling system 35.

[0030] As mentioned, the hydro-mechanical connection 25,27 can be located between the hydraulic drive cylinders 9,10 of the two side-by-side pumping units.

[0031] The bellows 3,4 and drive-piston 19,20 of each pumping unit are driven synchronously, and the drive pistons 19, 20 of the two pumping units are driven asynchronously, that is the direction of movement of the pistons 19,20 of the two pumping units does not reverse at the same time.

[0032] As illustrated in Fig. 2, the rear part of the support 50 can be occupied by auxiliary equipment like a cooling system (heat exchanger) 35.

[0033] The described pump can for example have a maximum operating pressure of say 34.5 MPa, a maximum through flow of at least 500 and possibly 1000 l/min, a minimum absolute pressure upon an input at the maximum productivity of 0.02MPa, and a power of 200-240 kW. Generally, a pump according to the invention can work at much higher or lower values.

**Pump Operation**
[0034] The pump is connected to water or other fluid material to be pumped which is intaken in the intake manifold 32. The material being pumped is intaken into pumping cylinders 1,2 when the bellows 3,4 moves up under hydraulic drive. When the bellows 3,4 are hydraulically driven down, the pumped material is expelled and is forced out via the discharge manifold 33.

[0035] The mechanically operated hydraulic power switch 25 can be in one of two stable positions «A» or «B». When it is in position «A», high pressure liquid flows from the piston hydraulic pump 28 through the pipeline 36 and the hydraulic fluid control valve 26 to the rod end "C2" of hydraulic power cylinder 12, and moves its piston 20 upward. The fluid from cavity «D2» is expelled into the inner cavity «E2» of bellows 4, moving the partition plate 37 of the latter down. Herewith the pumped fluid is forced out into the manifold 33 through discharge valve 8. The piston 16 of cylinder 14 moves also up forcing the fluid from the rod end 22 of cylinder 14 into the rod end 21 of cylinder 13. The latter in turn, moving down, moves also down the power cylinder 11’s piston 19, thus forcing out liquid from its rod end “C1” to the accumulator 29 (or cistern). Under the influence of pressure in accumulator 23, the pistons of cylinder 9 take the lead over the pistons of cylinder 10 in relocation on the value proportional to the volume of piston limiter 24. Owing to this, they reach the end of their power stroke earlier than the cone bushing 38 of piston 16 of cylinder 14 reaches a roller 39 (the start of switching the hydraulic power switch 25 from "A" to "B"). At the start of the switching, the bushing 38 starts to activate the roller 39 moving its rod 40 and rod 27 to the left, leading to switching the hydraulic power switch 25 to position «B», which will hydraulically switch the hydraulic fluid control valve 26. According to the switching scheme shown in Fig.5, switching of valve 26 takes place in such a way that firstly the drain channel "C1" of cylinder 9 closes, then the inlet channel "H1" of high pressure cylinder 9 opens and high pressure inlet channel "H2" of cylinder 10 closes simultaneously. This ensures smooth switching and minimal pressure oscillations in the pressure manifold 33.

[0036] After closing the high-pressure inlet channel H2, the drain channel G2 of cylinder 10 opens. Here the switching process ends. In the period from t1 to t2, see the switching diagram, Fig. 5 which shows the relative switching times of the two cylinders 9,10, when both drain channels G1, G2 are closed, the hydraulic drive pump is powered from the accumulator 29 (or reservoir).

[0037] Also in this period, both pressure channels H1, H2 are open and both pistons 19, 20 of power cylinders 11, 12 move upward, the working fluid from cylinders 13, 14 is replaced into hydropneumatic accumulator 23 through piston-limiter 24 which returns to its previous starting position. After opening the drain channel G2 of cylinder 10 the fluid from hydropneumatic accumulator 23 rapidly moves piston 20 of power cylinder 12 downwards under a slight excess pressure. The transfer occurs within the volume of the piston-limiter 24. This ensures asynchronous operation of the two pumping units whereby the final operating position of the working piston 20 of cylinder 12 is earlier than piston 19 of cylinder 11. Later when the bushing 41 of the piston 13 of roller 42 (start of switching), the switching occurs similarly. The
asynchronous operation of the two hydraulic drive cylinders can be seen from the switching diagram, Fig. 5.
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- US8096785B [0003] [0015]
- US8591201B [0006]
Krav

1. Hydraulisk drevet membranpumpemaskine, især til pumping af vand og materialer, der er vanskelige at pumpe, pumpemaskinen omfatter mindst to pumpeheder, der er anbragt side om side, hver pumpehед omfatter:
   - en hydraulisk drevet pumpecylinder (1,2), der har en nedre første ende med et første indløb og udløb for væske, der skal pumpes, og en øvre anden ende med et andet indløb og udløb for hydraulikvæske, pumpecylinderen (1,2) indeholder en bælg (3,4), der er lukket i dens nedre ende og åben i dens øvre ende til at stå i forbindelse med hydraulikvæske, bælgens yderside definerer et rum til væske, der skal pumpes, pumpecylinderens (1,2) bælg (3,4) er indrettet til at blive drevet af hydraulikvæsken i harmonika-lignende udvidelser og sammentrækninger for at pumpe den væske, der skal pumpes, ned mod pumpecylinderens (1,2) nedre første ende; og
   - en hydraulisk drivcylinder (9,10), som ikke er til pumping, og som er adskilt fra og placeret uden for pumpecylinderen (1,2), den hydrauliske drivcylinder og pumpecylinderen er placeret side om side, den hydrauliske drivcylinder (9,10) har en nedre første ende, der er forbundet med et hydraulisk drivsystem, og en øvre anden ende, der indeholder hydraulikvæske, som står i forbindelse med pumpecylinderens (1,2) øvre anden ende, nævnte hydrauliske drivsystem afsluttes i dens øvre ende med et drivstempel (19,20), der glidende er monteret i den hydrauliske drivcylinder (9,10) for at drive nævnte hydraulikvæske i den øvre ende af den hydrauliske drivcylinder (9,10), hvorved de to pumpeheders hydrauliske drivcylindres (9,10) hydrauliske drivsystemer er forbundet med en hydro-mekanisk forbindelse (25,27), der er arrangeret til at styre fremdriftens af hydraulikvæske således, at
begge hydrauliske drivcylindres (9,10) drivstempler (19,20) drives frem og tilbage.

2. Pumpemaskine ifølge krav 1, hvori hydraulikdrevet til hver hydraulisk drivcylinder (9,10), som i det følgende benævnes "første hydrauliske drivcylinder", omfatter en anden hydraulisk drivcylinder (13,14), som har en mindre diameter end den første hydrauliske drivcylinder, og som er anbragt underneden og er hydraulisk forbundet med den første hydrauliske drivcylinder (9,10), drivstemplet (19,20) er et første stempel der indpasser i den første hydraulikcylinder, og som med en stang (17) er forbundet med et andet stempel (15,16) med mindre diameter i den anden hydrauliske drivcylinder (13,14).

3. Pumpemaskine ifølge krav 2, hvori hydraulikdrevet til de hydrauliske drivcylindre (9,10) omfatter midler til at tilføre hydraulikvæske til den anden hydrauliske drivcylinder (13,14) over og under den anden hydrauliske drivcylinder andet stempel (15,16).

4. Pumpemaskine ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvorim som de to pumpeheder, der er placeret side om side, er monteret på en understøtning (50) med pumpecylindrene (1,2) anbragt side om side på en forreste del af understøtningen (50) og de hydraulisk drivcylindre (9.10) anbragt side om side på understøtningen bag ved pumpecylindrene (1,2).

5. Pumpemaskine ifølge krav 4, og som yderligere omfatter udløbsventiler (7,8) og sugeventiler (5,6) til udledning og indføring af materiale, som skal pumpes ud af og ind i pumpecylindrene (1,2), nævnte udløbsventiler og sugeventiler er placeret på understøtningens (50) forside foran og ved bunden af pumpecylindrene (1,2).
6. Pumpemaskine ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvori nævnte hydromekaniske forbindelse (25,27) er placeret mellem de to side-om-side-placerede pumpeenheders hydrauliske drivcylinder (9,10).

7. Pumpemaskine ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, hvori bælgen (3,4) og hver pumpeheds drivstempel (19,20) er synkront drevet, og de to pumpeenheders drivstempel (19,20) er asynkront drevet.

8. Pumpemaskine ifølge et hvilket som helst af de foregående krav, og som er en pumpemaskine, der har flere cylinder, og som omfatter flere pumpeenheder.
Fig. 5